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Abstract- Recommendation systems are mainly used in e-commerce and other services for providing 
acceptable recommendation to the customer. Within a decade, the shopping in online, data of a particular 
item in online and online services increased speedly, analyzing enormous information or bigdata as a 
limitation for administrative recommender framework. Recommendation systems are exceptionally 
mainstream (well known) in research group,  where numerous way to deal with give proposals to users 
are recommended. Existing recommender system define an similar ratings and ranking of services to 
different users while they have not speculate many user preferences so they have failed to fulfils user 
needs.  Proposed methodology defines a personalized recommendation take care about user preferences 
and recommend relevant service to users.  So collaborative filtering is a appropriate method to get 
accurate recommendations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Internet has become most powerful and useful tool 
which can be accessed anywhere and anytime. 
[4]Now a days a information or data becoming quite 
large, So there is a method to maintain a large data 
sets. So big data analysis used to analyze this. It 
includes both structured and unstructured data.  
According to 2001 research report Meta group 
analyst Doug Laney defined the mainstream of an big 
data includes 3 dimensional as “3Vs”, which means 
volume, velocity and Variety. Big data can be 
analyzed for cost and time reduction and for smart 
decision making.   
Recommendation platform has changed the style to 
asset new products, information about the item, new 
people. A user will experience a new product he has 
never experienced from the collection of items with 
this platform. Recommendation systems (RS) can be 
done with many e-commerce services and other 
websites.  Recommendation is fully based on the past 
experience of users which will be a basic technique to 
create this platform.  Two approaches which can be 
used in recommendation framework are collaborative 
filtering and content based filtering. Collaborative 
filtering is a technique which is used to constitute 
personalized recommendations on the web. [2]This 
collaborative filtering can be explained as  filtering 
for automatic predictions can be done based on the 
user preferences and collecting information from 
many users and is called as collaborative. These 
methods use the information about items and ratings. 
[3]The technique in content based involves vector 
space representation or tf-idf representation. In this 
method user feedback will be in the form of like or 
dislike which means higher or lower preferences. 
Pandora radio is a very good example for content-
based methods that plays music with different tastes 
of users. 
II. MOTIVATION 
Earlier in most of the companies grab information 
about their users, job holders and operations. In most 
existing service methods job recommendation system 
the service system of ratings and the recommendation 
of existing service granted to users are same.  They 
didn’t consider what the user tastes and what are the 
preferences of the users without personalized 
recommendations. Different users has a different 
tastes and preferences.  Some examples later will 
explain the above problem.  
III. METHODOLOGY 
The steps for main proposed system shows in figure 
1. The user preferences can be taken as a input in the 
system. The past user preferences or reviews are 
maintained in the system and stored in Hadoop 
distributed file system. The figure explains about 
what actually job recommendation involves.  
 
Fig: Job Recommendation 
from the above  figure we can say that, 
1. User management will take responsibility for 
adding or deleting a job. 
2. Recommendation can be done  by considering 
past history of user. 
3. Transaction management performs rating of an 
items. 
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4. Nature of job is used to maintain item and user 
profiles. 
Step1: Identify the user preferences: 
Based on their past preferences identify what users 
need and which item they are prefering. Based on that 
recommend an item to that perticular user. Here 
basically we will take input as a preference of  active 
users. And their preferences which means past 
histories are stored in an hadoop distributed file 
system(HDFS). 
Step2: Apply  product to product similarity matrix: 
The basic idea in this product to product similarity 
matrix, in between item a and item b is to first 
separate the customers who have rated both products 
and apply a similarity calculation technique to 
compute similarity Sa,b. To resolve the earlier 
problem of collaborative filtering, similarity ratings 
in systems which have more users than items, this 
item to item similarity matrix is used. It uses rating 
distribution per product and not per user. With large 
number of users rather than products, each product 
has tends to have many ratings than particular user, so 
product rating commonly doesn’t change easily. This 
defines verystable ratings partitions in the system, so 
there is no need to rebuild the model. At the point 
when users expand and after that rate an item, that 
item and similar items are selected from the current 
framework model and it will be added to the users 
suggestions or recommendations.  
[5]Based on the user interest a system can 
recommend an item from a large set of items to 
individual user, which means items which were 
purchased earlier. The recommendation service 
generates recommendations by comparing past 
generated tables which will map to current table of 
similar items. The generated table will be collection 
of similar user or item interest based on their 
individual interest. For example take a X and Y are 
the items then they will be similar because when a 
user is buying a product X then he might also buy a 
product Y, So these are nothing but correlations 
between the purchases of  items.  
Instead of coordinating the user to comparable 
customers, product to product collaborative sifting 
coordinates each of the users bought and rated 
products to comparable things, then consolidates 
those comparative products into a recommendation 
list. To locate a comparable match for a specific 
product then calculation assembles similar item table 
who purchase item together. So we could build 
matrix called product-to-product matrix. Following is 
some example algorithm to understand the item-to-
item similarity. 
Algorithm 1: item similarity 
Require: algorithm contains keywords specify user 
and product 1 and product 2 as U,X1, X2 respectively 
Ensure: 
1: For every product in product catalog, 
2: X1 For every user  U  who brought X1  
3: For every product X2 brought by user U 
4: mentain an record about  user  brought both X1 
and X2  
5: For every product X2 Calculate the comparative 
between X1 and X2  
Step3: Recommend  an item to user: 
After the similarity matrix using sparse data , 
recommend an appropriate item based on their 
payscale to a particular person who has not yet 
experianced.   
IV. DEMONSTRATION 
Following are the examples which explains how job 
recommendation works in some cases: 
Case1: Basava and anji both are browsing a job 
recruiters website to get a job. But the predictions and 
suggestions of jobs given by the webpage is same.  
Consider there are 2 companies: AB, XY. Three users 
basava, anji wants get job in those companies .So 
these both company has following requirements:  
CompanyAB: {ISE, BE/M.tech, {C, C++,  Java, 
python, Oracle}, banglore} and XY: {CSE, 
BE/M.TECH, {python,oracle,C#}, Mysore}. And 
basava wants to get job in company AB but he should 
have complete knowledge on requirements specified 
by the company. So many experienced people rates 
this company on the pay scale of 1 to 5. If users rate 
pay scale 5 then it will be a excellent company and if 
he rate 1 or 2 then it may be a least company . So 
based on their ratings recommendation can be done. 
So user basava prefer AB company because other 
users rated with good pay scale and user has the same 
requirements what company actually need. The rating 
may be sparse data.  Sparse data means cells in 
matrix doesn’t contain actual data which means 
empty or not available data. So user recommend 
Company AB to basava. So basava prefer this.  Anji 
may prefer XY company based on their requirement. 
So there is a challenge to dispense a best 
recommendations with a sparse data using 
collaborative filtering.  
Case2: Skills or abilities also need speculation or 
generalization. This can be explained with an good 
example. A company may offer a job with an full 
knowledge on Java and JSP . As java is commonly 
called as “object oriented language”, So if candidate 
is having an general knowledge on oops then she can 
be consider for that particular job with a little 
knowledge of oops. So commonly if he has 
knowledge of C++ also then she also considered for 
the offered job. Because indirectly it is related the 
oops concepts. So object oriented languages includes 
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python, java, C++ so even in this one of them are 
matches then she can considered for an particular job. 
This is called an domain knowledge which will be 
important for every recruiters.   
V. CONCLUSION 
Proposed methodology describes item- item 
similarity collaborative filtering approach to generate 
similar recommendation. The proposed method will 
be implemented in Hadoop platform, and applied to 
dataset of a particular service  domain that is job 
recommendation system.  The framework effectively 
creates personalized recommendation list to user 
based on their preferences.  
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